‘Service Sheet for C30 Locomotive’
Power Requirements: The locomotive operates on 12Volts DC power. See you favourite model rail stockist for options
on Power Controllers and starter track packs to get you running. If wanting to fit a DCC chip, please see the web site
for instructions.
Warranty: The vehicles in the train pack are all covered by a Manufacturer’s warranty for 12 months. Please retain
proof of purchase for the unlikely event of a warranty claim. The warranty covers the cost of the replacement parts
and labour to install the same.
Locomotive:
Prior to running, wipe any surplus manufacturing
lubricant from beneath the locomotive bogies using
a clean dry cloth.
The locomotive has a sealed can motor and does not
require any specific maintenance.
Keep the locomotive wheels clean preferably using
dry cleaning techniques. Wet cleaning is still ok
provided using a non-hazardous cleaning product on
a soft cloth. Avoid using solvent based cleaning
solution as contact with plastic components can
cause damage and is not covered by warranty.
To access the inside of the locomotive, carefully
extend the body shell outwards and over the two
tabs located on the chassis as shown on #1
Take care when lubricating and avoid using excess
oil. Apply a small drop of sewing machine oil at the
points indicated as shown #2 after 15 hours of
operation
Fit handrails and horns using a small drop of plastic
cement in the matching openings. Check the item
fits the opening prior to applying the cement
If wanting to kit Kadee couplers, cut off the factory
couplers from the bogies. Use the fitting provided
for the cow catchers as shown on #4. Note the Kadee
couplers are not included with the model
For fitting the snow clearing bumper to cow catcher,
use the small drop of plastic cement as shown on #5
To see the full range of Frateschi Australian and New Zealand outline models, click on this link for the PDF catalogue
http://www.smrailwayhobbies.com.au/Frateschi%20Web%20Catalogue.pdf
To see the full range of Frateschi overseas outline models, click on this link to access the Frateschi web site
http://www.frateschi.com.br/web/?lang=en
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